
‘Viva La Muerte!' 

by Oz Y. Mandias 

* This column is dedicated to the H-Block IRA 
martyrs ('God save the queen, the fascist 
regime...') and to the assasin of 'Maximum' John 
Wood Jr. (named after the type of sentence he 
hung on drug defendants), the first federal judge 
to suffer that fate; a .243 deer snuffer that 
blew his chest open (S&W Model 1500?; as they say 
in Belfast, "God made man, Armalite made ‘em 
equal'). 

‘Death is the greatest kick of all, that's why 
they aave it for last." -- graffito 

Julie's In The Drug Squad According to the Chris- 
tian Science Monitor (4 Sept/80,p.8), the DEA has 
formed hit teams to nail clandestine drug-making 
labs in a no. of cities including N.Y., Chicago, 
Houston, Atlanta, Boston and Wash.DC. You can 

now pretty well assume that buying any hot prec- 
ursors will rate an easy bust for the narcs; 
always make sure your equipment and chems. go 
through a no. of trusted (and separate) hands bef- 

ore you cook. Also, let the chems. 'cool off' 

for a month or 2 (or longer), move around a lot 
and be prepared to start dating your lawyer. 

Stings are as common-place as corrupt and/or 

perjuring narks. Buckeye, Precision Organic and 
Merrill Scientific (See High Times,March/81), 
just to name a few, offered'flagyged'chems.and 
turned in customers. 

Anyone interested in either buying or selling 
anything should write me c/o TAP. 

Since the "Better Living Thru Chem.' article, 
2 new legal analogues have hit the streets (though 
they'll soon be illegal, of course): the methyl 
analog of fentanyl, sold as China White Heroin, 
and N-ethylamphetamine, sub'inqg for the N-methy]. 
deriv., commonly known as 'speed' or ‘crystal 
meth." They both originated in Calif., the latter 
undoubtedly via the Angels, according to informed 
sources. 

*Psychedelic Chemistry', which I've mentioned 
in past articles is back in print. It's $15 from 

Loompanics (Box 264, Mason,MI,48854), with some 
new material, but still with a no. of errors, and 
still far from exhaustive or complete. It's still 
showever, the best by far available (at least 

above-ground, anyway)if you have the background to 
understand advanced 'chemspeak.' 
Media ‘The Poor Man's Armourer' is also available 
from Loompanics for $17. It is definately worth- 
while acquiring if you're into ‘rock 'n roll' 
(full auto) and other facets of improvised, cheap 
weaponry. Fuck the boys from BATF. 

‘The Falcon and the Snowman' (Pocket Books, $3) 
is the true story of a couple of young guys , one 

a coke dealer, who became Russian spies. The 
protagonist is currently a federal fugitive facing 
40 years hard time for his impertinence, and 
reportedly dealing coke in New England. A fascin- 
ating look at the corrupt and evil spooks in the 
CIA. 

Underground Physicist's Corner 'The Secret That 
Exploded’ (Random House,$16) is the story of the 
attempt to suppress the H-bomb secret by the auth- 
our of the infamous 'Progressive' article, Howard 
Morland. There's a lot of good info here, includ-- 
ing the original article. A triumph for the First 
Amendment in these dismal times of fascism's rise. 
‘Basement Nukes' (Loompanics,$7)is O.K., but far 
less a book than Morland's. There's also far too 
much B.S. political clap-trap added by the authour 
and not enough technical detail. 

Send in your plans & info.;UCRL 4725 where are 
you? Come on Rotow, cough it up! 
Heavy Scene? If your neighbourhood is like mine, 
you can get bullet proof vests(Kevlar) for $85 

and up from either: CWS Enterprises, 3824 Kidd Dr, 
Honolulu,HI 96818 or Survival Equip.Sales, 
60 Madison St.,Geneva,NY 14456 . 

Feedback Yeah, how about some? It'd be nice for 
a change to get some interesting mail instead of 
just a letter or 2 asking for something. Even 
if you don't want me to publish it, send it in 
for ‘selective distribution'. There's always 
a lot of info that wide-spread distr'n would negat 
-e the useful of, or that's a trade secret. I 
can dig; I've got some pretty good tid-bit myself 
that go to the highest bidder. So how's about it; 
want to trade? L.A. & Bay area TAPers are partic- 
ularly urged to write; I'm currently in your area. 
Send all mail to TAP c/o Oz Y.Mandias. 
Long live outlaw chemistry! 
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COMPUTER PHREAK-OUT 

y 
The Wizard 

Hight! It's been a while since I wrote anything 
so I figured I'd keep you up to date on the work 
down here at Niuppet Labs here in The Bronx. I know 
I promised Tom an article on an auto-dial blue box 
for your home computer ( I own a TRS-80 but I'l) 
give enough info for you to modify it for any 
heme computer) but due to a lack of time that project 
ig on the shelf. HOWEVEK,here's the idea I’ve been 
worting on lately. It's a microprocessor controlled 

brown box, AS your handy pocket guide to colored 
boxes shows, a brown box is a combination of any 
two or more boxes. this will be a combination blue 
(of course),red and white(regular 16 key Touch 
Tone pad), as well? as being a calculator. So you 
can carry it around without being conspicuous. 

Right now it's just on the drawing board but 
here's what I have so far. The box will be designed 

around the NSC800 microprocessor from National Semi- 
conductor. This is a new CWi0S (low power), processor 
which will run Z-80 instructions, This is really 
nice, as I can develop the software on my Trash -80, 
Nationa] algo has a new CMOS version of the 2716 
EPROM. That*’s what the program will be stored on’, 
assuming that it draws low enogh current. I'm waite 
ing for National to send me prices and specs now. 
Otherwise, a regular 2716 EPROM will be used. In 
this case, when the unit is turned on, the program 
will relocate itself into CMOS RAM and then dis- 
connect the 2716. Scratchpad RAM and 1/0 are 
provided on one chip for the NSC800. Decoding the 
keyboard will be done by a 740923 20 key decoder chip. 
The 12 digit output will be done using a multiplexed 
74c912 6 digit driver chip to drive 2 six digit 
multiplexed LED sticks. 

The audio output can be achieved in two ways. 
Either two output bits on a port can be toggled to 
give different frequenci-s or 8 resistors can be 
attached to an output port to create a D/A converter, 
This would give you a sine wave output. 

From a software standpoint, the program would 
have to provide four major functions. These are: 
keyboard input, LED output, sound generation and 
timing, and math functions... 

I havent done any development on software yet 
but I have some ideas, First, on Boyer ve - nigh- 

est priority interrupt will clear all registers an 

varkeyarces ane then dump you to the keyboard cope 

routine, Numbers which are entered are outputte 
to the LED display. In order to use the box to 

generate tones, a special sequence of keys are pushed. 
Adifferent sequence is pushed for each function, i.e. 
white, blue or red box. There only has to be one’ 
key different for each function so that many sequences 
do not have to be memorized. 

The sound generation will probably be done using 
the D/A approach, A table of values will be stored 
in PROM memory(i.e. the 27C16) to approximate a sine 
wave, Two pointers will be indexed throgh the table 
at different rates for the different frequencies, 
The results will be averaged together and output to 
the DAC This will be output (probably through a 
714 op-amp) to the battery charger input, using a 
banacltor to block the DC from flowing into the out- 
put, This method can be used to produce any tones 
needed so that special combinations or single freqency 
tones can be produced using the same method. 

Development can be done on the TRS-80, I plan 
to design and build a shared memory board so the soft- 
ware can be developed on the TKS-80, loaded into 
shared memory and the NSC800 system can be run off 
of the frame memory. 

That’s all I have so far. If you.have any questions, 
comments or suggestions send then to TAP and Tom ~ 

will pass them on to me, Stay high and stay happy,



THE “MONTHLY !TSSACE 

By Messencer R.:1.A. 

  

This is the ‘eqinnina of a new column here at 

TAP. I will do my damndest to answer reader en- 

quiries on any and every gubject that TAP nay aver 

dealt with. I'll also report oA various otigr 

research findings, developments, and hallucina~ 

tions as they occur. 

Bitch 6 ‘an Dep't.: ‘Yhy not start off with 

the bad news, right? jell, I just put the final 

touches on my new blue box... and found that it 

wouldn't beep off 800 nums, thiuugh it would been 

eff other lona-dist nums. “‘luts:,” 3ay3 I, "it 

looks like the dirty buggers put in a notch 

filter that abso-bs 2600 and only vorks on SATS 

lines..." 
The next day, I was on lunch break and deci- 

ded to vay a visit to the local ©.9. I cave 

the awitchman a ration of appromriate 35 by vay 

of introductions, then nraceeded to ask a few 

questions about electronic switching. Lo and 

Behold, he tells me that all in-JATS traffic 

coming from Connecticut i3 now coing through 

a $46 switch. (In case you're wondoring, I live 

in a medium-sized city in CT.) Anyway, the had 

news continued ai ha told me that the entire 

long-dist syst in CT waa ahout to b2 cut over 

to 4£ that Friday: I could've had a shitfit 

right there, but instead feigned enthusiasm and 

arranged for a CO tour. which you will read 

about in the next i3sue. 
If you don't already know, 4 stands for 

‘lumber 4 05S, Dell's new comnuterised renol.ce- 

ment for the old 4A Crossbar long-dist switch 

that us onhreaks know & love & whistle sweet 

somethings at. 4E uses a type of out-of-band 

sionalling called CCIS, in which calls are not 

actually assigned a voice channel until the 

called party answers, and in which all infor- 

mation needed to process calls (and traca thor 

as 11) is carried down a separate channel taat 

has no direct connexion to the voice channel. 

What this means is simply the end of black and 

blue boxes. You can whistle and been ‘til your 

heart's content, but if it's 4c you'll gat 

exactly novhere. mich it why I could be heard 

cussing all the way home that nicht. 
HOTEVER... like we say, old »hreax never die, 

they just build a different color box. My next 

one will be rad..... 
ALSO... it's now five days ast due for cut- 

over of the main switcher, which hasn't happened 

, BO there may still he some time. ‘Also, rest 

ured that we're all working Nard on new ao- 

proaches to the new problem of 4£ and when we 

hit vay dirt you'll read it first richt here 
WATS-New Dep't.:; Plenty of interesting research 

to report. One: Some outgoing ATS lines usa SF 

signalling with 2600. The one I know of is from 

a certain institution in my town to a nearby big 

city, whcih is otherwise a long-dist call. On 

this JATS, you can dial calls in that city but 

Li you try dialine the diait 1 first, to call 
beyond that city, tha PABX at the institution 

whose ‘JATS line it is, will dump you back to a 

PABX dia) tone. JOVEVER, this will not happen 

“© you beep a 2600 pulse quickly, which the PABX 
doesn't recognise but the WATS li takes as a 
digit 1, and then you can dial-pul out the 
rest of the number with no haszle. 

Mere are some interesting nums that a friend 
and I found in february. I don't know what 
they're useful ‘or, but if you study the list 
you'll notice a certain oattern to things. The 
pattern may give the basis for future hacking 
that might yield some interesting nums. 
Also, most of these recordincs identify the 

city they are in, so they might be useful for 

stacking tandems, maybe even for gettina around 

the 4E problem. All. of the following start with 

tl 800 area code. 
638-0022: 800 test line for "301 NPA* (Saltinore) 

$25-0056: ditto for "303 VPA" (Denver) 

$45-00551 New Mexico svecial inWATS test 

203-0055: 800 svce. tat. line for 217 IPA in 

Springfield (Mas 4A inward WATS tast, 228, 

445,831, 643, this is a rec., 402-2. 

525-9999; three tones, then “The num you have 

reached... (readback) is being checked for 
trouble. Please try again later... (this 
has said that sinc» nuary and still do: 

$33-0055: #4ESS Minneapolis office, this is a 
recording 612-3-SP-1. 

533-0058: ditto 
$23-90561 TMWATS test line for Filthydelphia 

$4238 machine, 215-3C. 
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525-0055 and 0066 are exactly the sar@ thinc, 
446-005x (x#0-9) 900 service test line for 

804 IPA. (Richrond VA) 
393-0055: The nun vou have reached, 687-0955, 

is not in svee in \rea Code 614. Pfease 
check the num... 

828-9955: 800 3vca test line for 716 ‘IPA(this 

is in Buffalo VY on a 4A) 
433-0077: in \T3 test 817-3C (Fort Vorthless, 

Texas) 
362-S715: rine, then 8 rapid beeps, then fast 

busy sional, a click, silence, back to dialtone. 

362-5799; fast busy, silence, more fast busy, 
more gilence, dum> back to dialtone. 

362-5755: ring, 8 peeps, bus dump back to 

dial tone. 
It seams that 800-362-xwxx in general make 

good scanning. If you decide to Dhreak around 

with any of this, nlease keav careful records 

of all your results and report tnem to "“elasen- 

cer R.A." c/o TAP. Even if you dial something 

and get nothing interesting, let me know 30 

others can be informed not to bother trying 
that num, ALSO: if you hit on something 

really intanse (like a direct line to the 
white-White=Whitehouse), vlease don't mess 

with it too much until we all get a chance to 

look into it and figure out if it has any 

really soecial uses. 

Uncle Sam Wants You, Dep't.: What Uncle Sam 

really wants you to do is to keep your nose 

out of his AUTOVO' circuits. But then again, 

he also wants a lot of us to register for the 

draft,and do we obey? Helllll ‘o} 

For a couple of years, a debate ham been 

going around in phreak circles about what tones 

Ara used On AUTOVON. Three currently quoted 

guesses include the 4th column = 1633 hz guess, 

and the two other guesses that were printed 

in TAP #60. Take your choice and take your 

chances. Anyone who has access to reallive 

AUTOVON phones is encouraged to let his/her 

fingers do the walking over the keypad, while 

taping the tones. Use a small recorder and an 

induction pickuo. Remember to also get the 

row and column tones individually by pressing 

two horizontal, om two vertical buttons at a 

tima, going down from top to bottom and then 

from left to right. (ea can figure out the 

frequencies from what's on the tape. 
Once we figure out how to get deep into 

AUTOVON, we can try calling our fiends in 

the Pentagom and telling them exactly what 

we think about tha neutron bomb and the arms 

race in general. Have fun & don't get caught. 

General topix Dep't.: 

A good BS story to use on switchmen in order 

to get into Co*s ia this: "Hi there, I'm cur= 

rently working for an intarconnect company 

installing business phone systems, and I de= 

cided I want to move on to bigger & better things 

like working on Inside Plant stufa for Bell. 

I'm really into all this new digital stuff... 

I know you give tours of the works for engin= 

eering students, so how about...?” Also, by 

way of “needing to study up for before you 

apply for the job," you might be able to get 

hold of some Practices manuals. Send Xerox 

covies to TAP, ¢/o le nger R.N.A 

If you're into installing phones for yourself 

and friend: do not buy ITT or Stromberg- 

Carlson. ‘ost chones nowadays are made like 

shit but these two companies are really shoddy 

workmanship. Besides, Stromberg Carlson is a 

tentacle of General DynamiXxKs, a large weaoons 

company. And ITf (which stands for International 

Tyrrany & Torture) ‘a done averything from buil- 

ding weapons for the Vazis in ‘WWII, to engin=- 

eering the end of democracy in Chile in *73-'74, 
The best made ochones around are the old Auto- 

matic Electric #80. If you can still find any. 

In any case, it's best to buy reconditioned 
or usad ohones than new ones, as the fermer were 
made in the days when they were supnosed to be 

able to survive being @rooved out a window.... 
A good company for all of this and more is 3ECO, 

Bohnsack Equipment Company, in Germantown NY. 

If you go to the warehouse direct, they'll sell 

you "as-is" for dirt cheap, and the stuff is 

generally in need on only a cleaning up, and 

@ new line cord. 

      

  

  

    

  

  

   



PEHOBS + SILVER BOK'S 

BY THE MASIIIAN.s +. 

      

The “ponitoring” (wiretapping) of an 

Politix: I know most phreax aren't into this indiviiuals telepnone line without their consent, 

too much these days,but sore things need to or without & court ordar is a violation of federal 

be said. One of then is that the bicgest law and punishable by impcisonaent for five years, 
*danger of fascism right now comes from further a $10,000 fin, or both. 

to the right than even Ronald Ray-gun. I'n the only exceptions to the above, are police 
referring to Jerry Falwell and tne ral (sic) (in some atates), and good 9] fa Sell. 

Majority (sic). Jism-less Jerry is a osuedo= Some of you may nave neard of devices calles 

Christian version of the Ayatollan Khomeini and ReMOBS which stands for Semote Observation Syste... 

if you think Iran is an uptight place to live, chew are also sometimes called “SILVER BOX'S". 
check out Falwell'’s plans for the U.S. of A. these devices allow eupposedly “authori sed? 

Falwell rans a collece, with a name like the telephone employees to 4ial into them froa 

Liberty 3actist College, and the olace is like anywhere, and then using 4 ordinary touch tone 

a concentration camp. ‘Jo rock-n-roll, jazz, fone, tap into a customers line RECEIVE OMLY 1! 
country-western, or “olk music. Guys nust (72. The saouthpiece ix fot boukel, up thus it is 

wear their hair above their ears and above their eotally silert) and listen to any con ecrsation 

collars. Dress code more intense than many taking place. [* would also ve possible for ANYONE 
military acadamies. Strict authority anc no +3 dial inte F®"OH, key in the proper access code 

Student inout into decision makina. ‘Io smokine and tap tones !! (Thonah VPRY illejal). 

drinkine drugs or dancine. SBiolory classes that REHOB works as rollows: 

teach that the world becan 10,000 years ano. Dial the huaber of a PP=AR unit. (Apparently Bell 

Etcetera, Etcetera. , occasionally puts them in £55 .ntormation 

You can rast assured that if Falwell and 13 axchandss IF, Y¥Xt=555-KENT A tone will then oe 

band of merry misanthrones gain any sicnificant heard for approximately ‘wo seconds and then 

power, that most of the thines you de in your silence, It is then nessesacy to key in (with 

free time will be verboten, with Sunishment touch tone) a 2 to % digit security code, holding 

consisting of “spiritual re-education...“ each digit down at least one secon4. If the code 

We as technophreax can do a lot to subvert ig not. entered within five or six seconds, the 
Falwell and his ilk. Fucking up their shone RRHOD will disconnect, ani must be dialed again. 

service, remote wiretap via verification, If the coie is properly sntarei, then another tone 

germ warfare in the forn of airborne VD in vill be heard. A seven 4igit subscriber fone 

the right places, LSD in their food/water, number can then be entered (the REAKOd can only 
   

handle certain "exchanger" which ace prewired, so and so on. Ideas are walcome. Pract 

umually one machine cannot sonitor an entire BPA). ideas that can be used, A lot of thi: 

    

  

racist, fascist shit is sublinated Southern aBn0B will then connect connect up to a 

resentment against the ‘lorth for having been subscribers line. “he listener will hear the low 

defeated in the Civil ar. And it capitalises level idle tone. *hen as the sonitored party dials 
on economic woe like unemployment (Blame the {rotacy of toucn tone) the listener would hear the 

Nigger: and so on) The Ku <lux Xroeps are number being dialed, then the entire conversation! 

back in Connecticut and spreading lika cancer. all without detection. When the listener is 

Think of it as Civil ‘lar II and you won't be finishei with the monitoring of that particular 

surprised. You might be interested to know that customer, he can then key 3 single “reset digit” 

the right wing is planning to call for a Censti- (usually the last digit of the ac 

tutional Convention, wherein the entire Constitu- Aisconnects him fro the gonitored line and 

tion can be rewrittan. This move is gaining retucns hie to the tone so that he can key in 

support... you can imagine the kind of things another 7 digit fone nusber. When the listener is 

totally finished with fFS3B he heyt & sincle 
that will be on the agenda... changing the bill 

of rights so it starts with "The right of all "Aisconnact digit" which disconnects hia from the 

      

  

  

    

fetuses to keep and bear arms will not be abridg- line being sonitored, and disconnects bie from 

ad..." Seriously! Remember: Apathy today brings RPAOB so that the device can reset and be ceady 

totalitariansim tomorrow, Enouch said. for another caller. 

FINALLY.... An urgent appeal for all of you out Because of PEROBS potential for abuse, both 

there to dust off your typewrtters and start by phreaks and more likuly by Bell employe Bell 

sending stuff in to TAP. If you don't like my has kept 3EHOB VERY low hey. Up antil 1970, Bell 

political editorialising and would nrefer more denied entirely that REMOSS existed. The devices 

tech sthff, fine: make my editorials disaopear existanca vas first made public during hearings on 

by filling the space with schematix, number "Telephone Monitoring Practices by Federal 

lists, and so on. Anything will do. Richt Agencies" before a subcomsitee of the comsitee on 

now, the Urgent Topix listings include the yovermeant operations. House of Representatives, 

following: info on ESS and especially 4£,; Ninety-Third Conqress June 1974. It has since 

telco internal nums;: scannings of 800 nums been stated by Sell that the GESOB devices are 

based on the stuff in this column; info on used EXCLUSIVELY for monitoring Bell ploye 

areas using comouters for coin-collect stuff such as operators, information operators etc. ta 

} info on verify and autoverify kewp tabs on *heir performance. 

i Pyrotechnixy 1H HOH ? 

Psychotechnix, and so on.-+.. ALSO: if you're If any reader should discover a REAOB during 

into “radical applications," and ar@ not a his (or her) scanning travels, please keep in sind 

Fed or other »igay, contact me c/o/ TAP. the VERY strict federal laws cegarding wiretapping 

  

on payphone 
and how-to-use; Chemistr’ 

      

until next month....3LEEZEE? ...ker-chink. if vou were to be caught using BFNOB to tap 

--M-RNA peoples fones. 
Followiny are two pictures of presently used 

BEaoss. 
Any” questions, comsents etc- write to THE 

RAGICIAW C/o TAP 

Keyed up 
KUALA LUMPUR (AP) — Mokhiar Ahmad bought    

    

        

on 
Yesterday the police told him the stolen car had 

been found. When he left his office 10 }o to pole 
headquarters. be found his new car had stolen. 
Arriving at police her be reclaimed the first 

car and reported the theft of the second. 

THE SERVICE MONITOR 
MODE 338 
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A Tale Told Out of School 
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by the Anm Artor Board of mede close teacherstudent relation 

following © (nrevaseath commen piss.



DR. ATOMIC'S UNDERGROUND DRUG NEWS 

LIFE EXTENTION: SOD, super-oxide dismutase. A 
natural enzyme that eliminates free oxygen radicals. 
Available over-the-counter at many health food 
stores. May increase lifespan by one third. 

orc: Alpha-ethyl-tryptamine (AET) is a relative of 
the drug DMT and is also psychotropic. A speed like 
effect was reported at 75mg, a trip at 150mg, and a 
three day bummer was experienced by the jerk who took 
a gram dose. AET is available over-the-counter or by 
mail from chemical] supply houses, and it's legal and 

inexpensive. 

UNTESTED: Intravenous self-administration of nomi- 
fensine in rats--implications for abuse potential 

in humans. Reported that CNS stimulation is sim- 
ilar to cocaine. (Science, Vol. 212, 6/81, p. 1167.) 

CUT: “The ideal coke cutter, in terms of snoot 

health, is a little-used, esoteric and nearly in- 
detectable fine-powder version of silica oxide, 
which is, incidentally, a popular homeopathic rem- 
edy for nasal irritation." (OUI, August 1980, 
page 15--Dr. Hip.) 

BOOK: Pleasures of Cocaine by Adam Gottlieb, 1978, 
And/Or Press, P.O. Box 2246, Berkeley, CA $4.95. 
Highly recommended. An excellent reference on sol- 
vent and colormetric tests to determine kinds of 
drugs and common cuts. 

MARKET PRICES: Since the precursor phenyl-2-pro- 
Ppanone became a Title 21 controlled substance over 
a year ago, the price has skyrocketed up to $1000 

or more a liter. Because of the high price and 
general unavailability, home production is thriving. 
Also, let the buyer beware because cases are turn- 

ing up in the law literature where the DEA is sell- 

ing P-2-P to find clandestine drug manufacturers. 
The usual synthcsis of the ketone is the Magidson 
and Garkusha method, Chem Abstracts, vol. 35, page 

5868, para. 5. Chem Abs are found at better Col- 
lege libraries. 

BETTER TO RENT: A Falls Township, PA, man was ar- 
rested with 7 lbs. of methamphetamine, Federal 
Agents confiscated the house and the surrounding 
35 acres, An agent at the Philadelphia office of 
the DEA said they seized the farmhouse and property 
as a new approach to drug enforcement in which the 
government seizes assets it believes were acquired 
through illegal sales of drugs. (Courier Times, 

PA, reported by Patricia Wandling, Staff Writer.) 

  

DR, ATOMIC'S UNDERGROUND DRUG NEWS 

GOVERNMENT ATTACKS FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS: Gary 
Barnett, owner of United News Service (UNS), a 

company that sells drug manufacture formulae to 
counter culture chemists, was arrested for aiding 
and abetting the illegal manufacture of PCP because 
he sold a drug formla to a would-be chemist (see 
507 F.Supp 670, for the details). 

The case survived the preliminary hearing and Jury 
trial was set for March 24, 1981, in the Tenth Cir- 
cuit Court; a continuance is expected. 

Unlike the publication of pornography, the very pub- 
lication of which is a crime, drug manufacture form- 
ulae are legal to publish and sell; however, the 
government contends that an act of criminal conspir= 
acy happens when someone tries to manufacture con- 
trolled substances using the formula. (The UNS ad- 
dress is: P.O. Box 333, Bay Station, Brooklyn, NY) 

CHEMICAL COMPANY EMPLOYEES ARE DEA INFORMANTS: It 

has been published in the Federal Reporter that 
certain employees of Buckeye Scientific Co. had an 
agreement with the DEA to alert them of suspicious 

chemical purchases, The FR, however, didn't state 
which Buckeye employees had the agreement or if the 
Proprietor of Buckeye, the late Dick HaJl, had any 
involvement. Also reported was that Precision Or- 
ganic Chemicals in Alsop, IL, was a DEA sting op- 
eration, (See U.S. v. Gentry, 642 F2d 385, for the 
details.) 

NEW BOOK: Michael Vv. Smith's new book Psychedelic 
Chemistry is now being sold by Loompanics Unlimited, 

P.O. Box 264, Mason, Michigan 44854. Loompanics 
will send price and information with a request and 
@ S.a.8.e. This information may be sent with their 
General Catalogue, $2.00. 

DRUGS OF INTEREST: 

Longevity -- DHEA, dehydroepiandrosterone, an ad- 
renal steroid, reportedly increases lifespan by 35 
to 40 years and prevents cancer and obesity. (St. 
Paul Pioneer Press, 1-11~81, 8F.) 

Legal Analogue =-- methyl of Fentanyl. Morphine 
like in action and being sold as China White heroin. 
C(22)H(28)N(2)0, N-1-Phenethyl-4-piperidyl-propio- 
nanilide., (See Newsweek, Jan. 5, 1981, "A Deadly 
New Drug Passing as Heroin." Note that the above 
molecular formula and chemical name is for fentanyl, 
not for the methyl analogue.) 

Crusty thieves 
PORTLAND, Ore tAP) — The burglars were 

Selectne They broke into Margaret: Winters’ bome 
while she was away. look a pizza from the refrigerator 
cooked and ate tl and placed two dirty plates neath in 
the sink 

And. she told police. they plucked all the leaves 
from a mariguana plant 

Nothine ebee was detent od 

Ma Bell Shows Her Stuff 
According to a reliable source | this ad had its phones ringing — 
at “fountain Bell Telephone, | with calls of protest. It seems 

This Christmas, he's giving her 
some country c'’arm. 

  the photogra- 

pher inadver- 

tently placed 

those two 

charming bells, 
which bear a 

strong resem. 
blance to tits. 

directly in front 

of the model's 

similar apparat- 
us. After the ad 

ran in such 

newspapers as 
the Arigonu 

Republic and 

Denver's Rocky 
Mountain News, 

phone calls be- 
gan to stream 
in with com 
plaints about 

the ad's sup- 

posedly sexist 

nature. The 
phone company 

quickly with- 

drew the ad, 
Well, we never 

expected Ma 

Bell to have any 
“. = | balis anyhow. 

    
         
  

Chicago Jewelry Store 
Is Looted of $1 Million 
CIICAGO, —Burplars 

using sophisticated tools took an esti- 
mated $1 million in furs and jewelry 
and $30,000 in cash (nday from a North 
Side jewelry store, police and store 

officials said, 
The police said the burglars used a 

“hlack box" electronic device to bypass 
alarms at the Harry A. Levinson jow- 
elry store, then cut through sicel 
window bars with powerful cutting 
torches. Inside (he store, they used the 
torches to open three vaults 

TAP, Room 603, 147 W. 42 St., 

“Pubhe money is lke 
holy water. Evervone helps 
himself. — Anonymous 
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$50,000 Reward for New Bomb 
here has been a great deal of contro. 
Verss in recent years about the pro- 

posed development of the neutron bomb, 
which ty designed to kill as many people 
as possible without damaging buildings 

Meanwhile. the Sun Francisco Ecol- 
ogy Center has offered a $50,000 reward 
to the first person who creates the ap 
Pesite of the neutron bomb —the viva- 
tron bomb 

The visatron bomb would destros 

high-rise buildings and freeways but do 
no harm whatever to humans. animals 
and plants. The new bomb would cause 
conerete, steel and asphalt to deterio- 

rate — but ata slow enough rate to allow 

people te evacuate safely 
Entries should be Sent to 

VIVATRON BOMB 

San Francisco Ecology Center 
“13 Columbus Ave 

San Francisco. Cal. 94111 

NY 10036 
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